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Let X be an Sk-like continuum iri Eu&.ean space En. It is shown that if the embed- 
ding of Xsatisfies the smailt oops con dition z nd 1 < k Q n - 4, then Xhas arbitrarily small 
neighborhuods which are iatlmeomorphic t SkXBnVk. It foliows that if X and ‘Y are 
Sk-like continua in SN, 1 6; k Q n - d!., and ‘30th satis,fy the small oops condition, then 
X and Y have homeamorphii. complments if and onlg if they have the same shape. 
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1. htroduction 
Suppose that X is a compactum in EucLide!an space En such th(at he 
shape of X has a representative which is defined as a monotone intersec- 
tion of familiar manifolds. Then it is naturdl to seek conditions oln the 
embedding of X which ensure th,& X tself is the intersection of :;uch 
manifolds. For example, if X has the !;hape of a point, McMilJan’s [ 1’71 
cellularity criterion, as modified by I., ocher [ 15 1, gives necessary an\3 
sufficient conditions for X to be ithe intersection of n-cells, if yt + 4. The 
cases in which X is a sphere or hzi:s the shape of a finite k-complex, 
2k + 1 G pz, have been studied in [PI, [73, [8], and [I l] In this mot:e 
we consider the c&se where X is b&like; i.e., X is homeomoqhic to an 
inverse limit of k-spheres. We shcbw in Section 2 that if X is an Sk-like 
continuum in En, with i G k G E - 4 then X has arbitnarily small rteigh- 
borhoods which are homeolmorpInic to Sk X EP - k provider8 that Xsatis- 
fies the small-loops condition [ 7 11. We then use this resu’it in Section 3 
to show that, with dimensional rs:stric ticms, the complement of an 
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Sk-like continuum which satisfies the small loops c:ondition is determined 
by the shape of the continuum. 
Let x be an embedding of a compactum in a manifold M. FIere and 
throughcut we suppress the notation for the embedding map. We say X 
has p~opie~y k-UV if for every neighborhood U of X there is a neigh- 
boriood I/ of X in U such that each *map of the k-sphere Sk into V is 
nub-homotopic in U. Also, X has property UVk if X has i-W for 
0 G i < k. These properties are ind.ependent of the embedding of X in 
a manifold [ 1,181. In fact, the proofs show that if Y is a compactum 
in a manifold N which is merely shape equivalent o X, then Y has pro- 
perty HJV if and only if X does. In contra& the next property is a 
property of the embedding, We say that X satisfies the small-loops con- 
dition if for any neighborhood U of X there is a neighborhood V of X 
in U and an e > 0 such that each map of S* into V - X of diameter less 
than e is null homotopic in U - X. If dim X < yt - 3 and X has property 
l-UV, the small loops condition is equivalent [7, lC] to McMillan’s cellu- 
larity criterion [ 171 which is Jefined similarly except for the omission of 
the e-condition. On the other hand, the small-loops condition is consider- 
ably weaker than property l-UK, another commonly used condition 
on embeddings [4,5,10,22]. 
In this paper l?k ( ), Hk( ) and # ( ) will be used to dent :te the kth 
singular homology, kfh singular cohomology, and kth tech cohomology 
respectively. If no coefficient group is specified, integer coefficients are 
to be assumed. 
The symbol z is to be read “is homeomorphic’ to” or “is isomorphic 
to” depending, on the context. The symbol w denotes “is homotopic to’“. 
If X is a compaetum, Sh(X) means the shape of X in the sense of [2] or 
WI. 
If V is a neighborhood of X in En and V is PI, homeomorphic to 
Sk X. Bn - k, where Bi denotes ?Ile standard i-ball, we say that V is an 
Sk ;< Bn-k -neighborhood of X. In l.?, any regular neighborhood of a 
YE k-sphere is homeomorphic to Sk X Bn - k by uniqueness of regular 
neighborhoods and Zeeman’s unknotting theorem [ 23, Theorem 241, 
[ 13, Theorem 10.1 I. We shall frequently use this fact in what follows. 
2 * . hbdmods of Sk-1 
Let X be an Sk-like continuum in En satisfying the small lc ops condi- 
tion, k :G n e wish to slhow that x has an arbitrarily smxll 
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Sk X B’* - k-neigl _ borhoorl Mar&&x anrli Segal [ 16 1 have prove:n that X 
n k has the shape of a point, S i.t -elf, or a k-dimensional analo,gue of a sole- 
noid. In the case that X’has the sha e 0f a point, X is cellular by a slight 
generalization of D.W. McMillan’s f 173 cellularity criterion using [ 71 and 
[ 15 I. Thus there is an arbitrarily small n -cell neighborhood 17 of X lwhich 
can be trivially enlarged to an Sk >(: B”- k -neighborhood by attaching a 
small n-cell H to Bd IT along 12 copy of Sk - 1 X Bn - k in Bd JY. Conse- 
quently, only the case that X’ has i;lon-t rivial shape remains to be proven. 
(actually the proof in th.7 subcase that Y has the shape of Sk can be 
gleaned from [ 81 and [9 3, but it is no r lore difficult to include it here). 
In this case X has property UVk - a I., bul not property k-UK, since lthese 
properties are shape invariants. The prc of of the main result: is preceded 
by two lemmas. -$! 
Le,mma 2.1. Let X be an Sk4ke cowin wm in En, 2 $Z k G n - 4. ,lf X 
satisfies the cellularity criteribn, then fi w each neighborhood U of X 
there is a neighborhood V oj’X in U an 3 a PL k-sphere E C V such that 
C is a strong deformation retract of V I YE (U. 
proof. We assume that X has the shape of either Sk or a k-dimensional 
solenoid 1 Thus, given any neighborhooc 1 U of X, thew is a neighborhood 
V of A’ in U such that the inclusion i : 7 -+ I/ factors, up to homotopy, 
through a map of V to Sk. By 16:) V cz n be chosen to be a (k - 1 )-con- 
nected l?L manifold with a kspine L. H encce,. by the Hurewicz theorem, 
nk( V) s Hk (V) s Z,(L) is a free a’belia 1group, where z,(L) denotes 
the cycle group of e. Since X does not have the shape of a point, we 
may assume that U is small enough thal i, : $(v) + ?rk(m is rx+t :he 
zero ho.momorphism. Since i, factors t: Irough a map ‘ITk( r) -+ SQ($), 
im i, is isomorphic to the integers and nk( v) is the internal direct sum 
ker i, @ (cu), where tar) is an i;nfinit~: cyc lit subgroup generated by an 
element c11. By Irwin’s embedding theorl :m ([ 23, Theorem 23 1, [ 14 1) 
there is a PL k-sphere 2: c V such *thai ‘:he inclusion j : E -+ V indrxes 
an isomorphism of @) onto W. 
The universal coefficient t heorern [ 1 2, Theorem 5 .S .3 J yields, for 
any coefficient group G, the diagram 
Hk( v; G) 3 HOIYl&( v):, c) 
i 
Horn je 
= HOIll(lfk(;ii): C) 
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Since j* : &(x) + .&(v) is manic and im j* is a direct summand of the 
free abelian group Hk( Y), we see that j* is epic. Thus from the col~omol- 
ogy sequence of the pair (I? C) we conclude that 
( ) a HQ(~,Z;@)sO forqfk. 
Furthermore, by considering the commutative diagram 
b nk( s) ‘#-+ nk(V)” nk(v, x)-, 0 
I lie I
where the rows come from the homotopk* sequence of pairs, the vertical 
arrows are inclusion induced, and TklV) = ker i, @ im it;, we see that 
the inclusion map $( v, C ) + r&t C ) is the zero hornomor- 
phism. 
The lemma now follows by the obstruction theory of deformations as 
given by I-Iu [ 12, ch. VII]. Let P denote the q-skeleton of V, andl et 
W be either V or U. The incltision d : (V, E) + (W, C) is said to be Iq-de- 
formable into C in I+’ if there is a homotopy h, : V -+ W such that 
‘h, = 1, h,(V) C Z, and h,(x) = x for each x E C and all t. The lemma% 
conclusion is that I is n-deformable into Z: in U. Since C and V are l- 
connected and, by (a), 
HQ(V, C ;nQ(V, ItI+ ))=O forq$ k- 1, 
I is (k - l)-deformable into C in V by [ 12, Proposition 4.61. Thus the 
coefficients of at least one member of the set of obstructions to I being 
Meformable into Z in U (in Hu’s ta**r?-Gnologl*, the k-dimensional char- 
acteristic set) lie in the image of ?rk( v, Z) + n,.(U, Z ) which by (b) is 
zero. Hence, by [ I:.‘, Proposition 4.5],2 is k-dcfonm;~ble into C, in U, 
and in fact n-deformable into C in U since HQI V, C ; n,(U, 2)) s 0 for 
q > k by (a). Cl 
Lemma 2.2. Let X ble an Sk-like continuum in En, 1 G k G n - 4. If X 
scfisfies the small-loops condition, then for any neighborhood U o)T 
there is a neighborhood V of X in Usuch that each polyhedron of dimen- 
sim p G n! - 3 in V l;s contained in a regular neighborhood of some PB, 
k-sphere in [I. 
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Psosf. Suppose first tha: k ‘* ,#* 1. T’he p roof’ is by induction or ,D” If p < k, 
we choose II/ and C by [ 61 such that ‘c’ is (k - 1 )-connected. Then, f(lr 
any regular neighborhood ?V of 2 in P , nq( V, IV) 22 0 for 4 G k - 1, so 
the lemma follows from Stalling’s [2 1 1 engulfing theorem. I”i’p = i%, g,iven 
U, choose a (k - 1 )-connected neighbf Mood M of X in U and choose 
V, C in W by Lemma 2.1. Then, if ,P is a polyhedron in V of dimension 
less than or equal to p, P is 5inessent al in W, that is, the inciusion 
P c W is homotopic in W, keepin;: P n C fixed, to a map P 4 C (cf. 1231). 
By [ 23, L\?mma 491 there are polyhed t-a R, Q c W such that PC Q u %, 
Q U C c&lapses to R U C a:tnd 
dim R < max(dim P, dim 4: j+dimP- n+2<k-2. 
R is contained in a regular neighborhood of C in NJ by [ 231 again, tlraus 
P is contained in a regular neighb(.Jrhood of C. Finally, if 33 > k, we p$s- 
sume the lemma forp - 1, choose W (1 U from the lemma in that case, 
and choose V, C in W from Lemria 2. I. The& given a polyhedron P’of 
dimension less than or equal to p in V, [23, Lemms 495 gives pol:ykedra 
R, Q c W as above with 
By induction, R LJ X, and therefore P, is contained :n a regular neigh- 
borhood of a k-sphere in U. 
In the case k = 1, shape theory and general position yield: 
( 1) For each neighborhood U of X I: here is a neighborhood C’ of X 
such that for each polyhedron P !:~lff dimension less than or eqpd t.o 
n - 3 in V there i.s a PL l-sphere L-r “7 in U such that P is C-inessential in iY. 
The proof in this case pr(;,ceeds as a POW, with (1) playing the role o:f 
Lemma 2.1. Cl 
Theorem 2.3. Let X be an Sk-like cm Linu~um in E”, 1 < k < IZ - 14. If X 
satisjtes the mall imps condition!, the vl for each neighborhood V of X 
there is tn Sk X Bn - k -neighborhood t ' of X in U. 
Proof. We apply standa.rd engulfirlg tel :hniques as in [ 63, [ 8 ] and [ t 3j 0 
Given U’, let V be a compact PL rnaraifoId neighborhood as giiaranteed 
by Lemma 2.2. Since (V, V - X) f-s +&:onnectIzd b)r [ 71, Stalling’s agulf- 
ing theorem [ 2 1 ] yields a homeomorp hism Jz : V + lJ which i.s the ident- 
iiy on U - V such that A(X) n V” = $!. Then the dual .,‘.n - 31(-skeleton of
V is contained in a regular neighborhc od of some !?L &sphere C !Ln U by a 
the chckze of V. By the “join structuu 3” argument [ 265:, h(X.1) is also COW 
tained in a regular neighborhood F/V of C. The desrred neighborhco 
h - 1 (W;‘I , 0 
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3. Weak equivalence of embeddings 
Let X and Y be homeomorphic !&like continua in En. If X and Y 
satisfy property l-UK and 2k + 2 < n, then there is a homeomorphism 
of En taking X onto Y (cf. [4]). If. instead, X and Y satisfy the small 
loops condition, we give cc,nditions under which there is a horneomor- 
phism at least of E’ - X cnto En - Y. Actually we can ease the dimen- 
sional restriction and require X and Y to merely have the same shape. 
But first we prove two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X and Y be Sk-like continua in En, Sh(X) = Sh( r), 
1 G k G 12 - 4. If X and Y sati& the small-loops condition, fhen for 
each positive integer i there are Sk X Bn-- %eighborAoods Ui of X and 
Vi of Y, a map fi : Vi + Ui and a map gi : Ui+l + Vi such that 
Ui+J, C Ui, Vi+1 C Vi* X =“izl Lr,, Y = ?I,zl Vi arrd each composition 
figi, gih+ 1 is homo topic to the appropriate inclusion. 
Proof. We are given that X, Y c En. Hy [3, Theorem 2.41 we may assume 
that we have fundamental sequences h = (hi} : X + Y and AC = { ki) : Y --+ X 
acting on En such that k h - 1, and h k - 1 y. 
Let U, be any Sk X Bn- k -neighborhood of X given by Theorem 2.3, 
andlet VI beanSkX Bn-k -neighborhood of Y such that almost all of 
the maps ki : VI + U, are homotopic in U1. Choose U2 to be an 
Sk X B” - k-neighborhood of X such that Uz c lV$, (X) n U, , and al- 
most all of the maps hi : Uz + VI are homotopic in VI, and almost all 
of the maps k,hi : U2 + U, are homotopic to the*inclusion. Choose an 
index N, SU& that i > IV, implies ki - kNt : VI + L$, hi y hN1 : U2 + Vi, 
and kihi : Uz + Ul is homotopic to the inclusion. Let fi = kNl Iv,. Choose 
Vz tobeanSkX Bn’k -neighborhood such that I+, e Nlj2 (Y) n Y, and 
such that for some index N2 > N,, hi ki : I$ + VI is homotopic to the 
inclusion and ki - kNz : P-2 + Uz for i > N2: Let g, = hN&. rhen 
fi gl = k&h,, - 
into I)‘, . 
kNz hNz, so flgl is homotopic to the mclusion of Uz 
The proof 1s completed by continuing this construction induct:- 
I,et P and Q be homeomorphic to either Sk or Sk X B” - k, and let 
f : P+ &. If at is a generator of&(P) and 13 is a generator of Hk(Q), 
tht:n f,(a) = dfl for some integer d. In this cast we saty that the degree 
of ,f is d. If f is an inclusion map, we say thlat the ci!egpee of P c Q is d. 
A12y two such maps of the same degree are homotopic by the Brouwer 
degree theorem [ 19, Corollary 7.5.7 1. 
emma 3.2. Let U2 C U, be P homeonzorphic to Sk X Bn - k. i’f the de- 
gree of U2 C U, is ab for sorm poskive ivltegers a and b, then there is a 
U, PL-hoPneomorphic t  Sk X. B*- k stgc h that U2 C LT, C U, , the degree 
o.f U2 C U* is a, and the degree o*f II?* C U, is 6. 
roof. By Irwin’s embedding theorem ([ 23, Theorem 231 z [ 143) there is 
a PL k-sphere C * in U, such that t!he tdel Fee of & C Ur is b, Let W be a 
regular neighborhood of & in Ul, axed l(:t Z; C W be a PL k-sphere such 
that the degree of Zi C W is CL Let IV be a regular neighborhood of Zb in 
W, and let Z2 be the image of Sk X 10) ill Uz. The degrees of both 
zls C U, and Zz C Ul are ab, SC, Zfxmar 1’s unknotting ttleorelm ( [ 23) 
Theorem 241, [ 13, Theorem II 0, I] ) and the uniqueness of regular neigh- 
borhoods give an orientation pre: wing PL homeomorphism lb, : Ul + U, 
such that e(V) = Uzl and #(xi) = I& Se1 ting U* = $(W) complletes the 
proof. IZ 
Theorem 3.3. Let X, Y be Sk-r’ike ctolnt~n ya in Sn such that X and Y satis- 
fy the small-loops condition, i < i? < n ‘- 4. Then Sn - X 1% Sn - Y 8#fl 
!;h(.X) = Sh( Y). 
Proof. Suppose Sh(X) = Sh( Y). Asxrmin g the notation of Lemma 3.1, 
we get the sequence 
. . .-+ Vj+l f* +u 1+1 8’i ---+ fi i+1 vj-- Uj’ . . . 
We apply Lemma 3.2 to get, f’or exh-S, ;,n Sk X B”- k-neighborhoocl Ui 
of X such that Ui+l C &_C Ui, thl:: degrt:e of Ui+l C & equals the dle&e 
Of giy and the degree of Uj C Uj equals tile degree Of fjm Repeating tlhiz 
process for the Vi and renaming the ne&hborhoods, we conclude tkla:. 
there are nested sequences i Ui} and ( Vi} of Sk X Bn - k-r~eighborhoo~d:~ 
such that X = II Uip Y = fI Vi, and *ror eat h i the degree of Uj+l C L$ 
equals the degree of Vi+r C Vi. 
Let: h 1 : Sn + Sfl be a PL homecxnorp: lism such that bz, (U,) = VI. 
Since degree h, (U2) c VI equals the degree of Vz C I/, T again Zeeman’s 
unknotting theorem and the uniqueness of regular neighborhoods give 
a homeomorphism h, : S” -3 Sn sllch th; It h2 ] S” - CI’, = 1, and &rzh! t (Cr,) = 
Vz. Inductively construct a sequence {Ii,,} of PL homeomorphisms of S” 
such that h, . . . h l ( Un ) = Vn and &I I Sn - - Vfl 1 = 1. The desired hsmeo- 
morphism h : (Sn - X) + (Sn - I’) is definedby h(x) = lim,, gu h,, . . . h&). 
To prove the converse, sup:post: h,:tt 1; and Y have different shapes. 
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Then, by [ 161, p(X) and p(Y) are not isomor&ic, so & _ k _ 1(!!? - jr) 
and&-k-~ (S” - Y) ac not isomorphir by Alexander duality [ 19, 
Theorem 6.i. 161. Thus Sn - X is not homeomorphic to S”‘-- Y. 
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